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Abstract. An extension of the Actor Prolog language with the ability of
distributed logic programming is demonstrated. This language extension
is developed for experimenting with distributed logic programming and
declarative agent approach to intelligent visual surveillance. An approach
to resolving the contradiction between the strong typing of Actor Prolog
and the independence of software agents is proposed. Remote calls of
Actor Prolog predicates are implemented using the object-oriented features of Actor Prolog, translation of Actor Prolog to Java, and the Java
RMI protocol. An example of logic program communication based on
the remote predicate calls is examined.

1

Introduction

A distributed version of the Actor Prolog language [1,2] described in this paper is
intended for experimenting with the declarative agent approach to the intelligent
visual surveillance. The concept of the multi-agent programming came to the
ﬁeld of intelligent visual surveillance from Artiﬁcial Intelligence [3–8]. The idea
of the multi-agent approach to the visual surveillance is in that the intelligent
visual surveillance system consists of communicating programs (agents) that
have the following properties: autonomy (they operate without direct control
from users and other agents), social ability (they can co-operate to solve the
problem), reactivity (they perceive the environment and respond to external
events), and pro-activity (they demonstrate a goal-directed behavior). Theoretically speaking, the multi-agent approach can provide ﬂexibility, reliability, and
openness of the intelligent visual surveillance systems [9,10]. For instance, let us
imagine that stages of video analysis are implemented by a set of agents. Then,
the visual surveillance system can be easily extended by an additional method
of abnormal behavior recognition without modiﬁcation of its agents and even
without suspending its work. One just needs to insert in the system a new agent
that can utilize results of other agents and transfer his own results to others.
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In recent decade, the declarative approach to the development of the multiagent systems is recognized as a basic idea in this research area; a set of excellent declarative multi-agent platforms and languages are developed and implemented [5,7]. Unfortunately, in the framework of the intelligent visual surveillance systems, the agents are to perform very speciﬁc operations on big arrays of
binary data that are out of the framework of the conventional symbolic processing operations typical for declarative languages. Thus, there is a reason for development of the new means of the multi-agent-programming for experimenting
with intelligent visual surveillance systems. The distinctive feature of our approach is in that we implement the intelligent video analysis using the concurrent
object-oriented language Actor Prolog and a compiler of Actor Prolog into pure
Java [11].
Previously, the object-oriented logic approach to the intelligent visual surveillance was reported in [12–16]. It was demonstrated that the translation of
the object-oriented logic language into Java yields a suﬃciently fast executable
code for real time video analysis and detection of complex patterns of the abnormal people behavior. This approach can be extended to the distributed visual
surveillance, because the Actor Prolog language is indeed an object-oriented
language and can be easily adapted to the distributed programming framework
even without modiﬁcations of the syntax. The only problem to be solved is the
incorporation into the language the ability of remote procedure calls.
The Actor Prolog language diﬀers from other state-of-the-art Prolog-based
agent languages like Jason [17] and 2APL [18] in that it is not based on the
BDI model and it does not directly oﬀer high-level features such as planners
and agent communication languages that might be expected for a multi-agent
language. Actor Prolog is rather a more high-performance object-oriented logic
language that is a base for implementation of real time multi-agent application
platforms.
The paper is organized as follows. The problem of the contradiction between
the strong typing of the Actor Prolog language and the independence of the
software agents is discussed in Sect. 2. The type system of the distributed Actor
Prolog is considered in Sect. 3. An example of the remote communication between
two independent Actor Prolog programs is examined in Sect. 4.

2

The Problem of the Strong Typing in Multi-agent
Systems

A term “remote procedure call” is usually associated with the OMG GORBA,
Java RMI, or MS DCOM protocols. This meaning of the term is relevant to
the topic, because the remote predicate calls are implemented in the distributed
Actor Prolog using the Java RMI protocol. At the same time, the term is linked
with the general problems of the logic language design and implementation in
the context of the agent logic programming.
It is known that interactions between independent agents are very hard to
handle for strongly typed object systems [19]. The main problem to be resolved
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in the course of adapting Actor Prolog to multi-agent paradigm is the contradiction between the strong type system of the language and the idea of independency of the software agents. The strong type system is an important feature
of the language and is necessary for generation of fast and reliable executable
code [11,13]. The problem is in that one needs to transfer information about
the data types between the software units to implement their link and static
type-checking. This kind of information exchange between the software agents
is deﬁnitely undesirable, because it decreases the autonomy of the agents and
complicates the agent life cycle. In this paper, another solution of the problem
is proposed; the type system of the Actor Prolog language is partially softened
to allow a dynamic type-checking (instead of the static one) in some restricted
cases linked with the inter-agent communications.
Another problem that is close to the topic, but is still diﬀerent, is a combination of the object-oriented paradigm and the strong typing. It was recognized earlier, that types are useful for formalizing and maintaining object interfaces, though types are orthogonal to objects and their integration is not a
simple deed [20]. The Actor Prolog language supports both types (domains) and
classes/objects. A distinctive feature of the language is in that the “object” and
“data item” notions were clearly separated in the language [1]. The language
has the strong type system that supports various kinds of simple and composite
data items like numbers, structures, lists, etc. At the same time, Actor Prolog supports also classes based on the “clauses view” of logic OOP [21]. The
instances of classes (so-called “worlds”) can be processed like standard Prolog
terms; they can be passed as arguments to predicates and can be included in
composite terms. However, special rules are used for uniﬁcation of variables containing instances of classes and special means are to be developed for interchange
of these kinds of terms between the distributed agents.
In the Actor Prolog language, diﬀerent instances of classes are treated always
as diﬀerent entities, that is, uniﬁcation of two worlds succeeds if and only if these
worlds are the same instance of a class. The interface of the class contains all necessary information about its methods including names, arity, ﬂow patterns, and
types of arguments. The information about the determinancy/non-determinancy
of the methods is also included in the interface. There are three keywords in
the languages for the declaration of the determinancy of the methods: determ,
nondeterm, and imperative. The nondeterm keyword informs compiler that
there are no restrictions on the behavior of methods and they can produce several answers in the case of backtracking and/or terminate with failure. The
determ keyword means that methods can produce just one answer or terminate
with failure. The imperative keyword imposes the hardest restrictions on the
methods: the predicates must succeed and produce one answer; this means that
the predicate operates indeed as a usual procedure in an imperative language.
All these restrictions are checked by the compiler during the translation of the
program.
The description and usage of the class interfaces are complicated a bit in
Actor Prolog by the fact that the language supports concurrent processes and
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two diﬀerent kinds of method invocations: plain and asynchronous. The processes
are a special kind of class instances; they are deﬁned using double round brackets
in the class instance constructors [2]. The plain method invocation is a usual
predicate call of standard Prolog; the predicate can be invoked in a given world
using the “?” preﬁx. The asynchronous method invocations are indicated by
special preﬁxes “<-” and “<<”. Only this kind of predicate calls is applicable for
the processes; an attempt to implement a plain predicate call in a concurrent
process will always terminate with a failure. The internal keyword is introduced
in the language to facilitate optimization of the logic programs. This keyword
informs the compiler that a given attribute of a class always contains a plain
class instance, but not a process, that is important for analysis of predicate
determinancy. Obviously, we will focus on the asynchronous method invocations
in this paper, because class instances obtained from another logic program are
processes that operate concurrently in relation to the invoking logic program.
Ordinarily, a standard static type-checking is implemented in the distributed
version of Actor Prolog. The dynamic type-checking is implemented only if a
method is to be called in an object (an instance of Actor Prolog class) that
is originated from another logic program and is transferred somehow to the
logic program under consideration. The veriﬁcation of the remote predicate call
includes the following operations:
1. One checks the name and the arity of the predicate. The predicate with the
target name and arity is to be found in the object.
2. One checks the ﬂow pattern of the predicate. The Actor Prolog language
supports explicit declaration whether the argument is input or output; the
ﬂow directions of all the arguments in the predicate call are checked.
3. One checks so-called structural match of domains of all the arguments (this
is a kind of dynamic type-checking).
The structural match of the domains means that graphs representing the
data structures belonging to domains have to be equivalent, but not the names
of the domains.

3

A Strong Type System in the Distributed Actor Prolog

Let us consider brieﬂy the type system of the Actor Prolog language and the
structural matching rules associated with various kinds of simple and compound
data types (domains).
Actor Prolog supports the following simple data types: integer, real, symbol,
and string. The diﬀerence between the integers and real numbers is in that the
real numbers contain a dot. The diﬀerence between the symbols and strings is
in that the symbols are represented by integer codes internally, but not by the
text, during the execution of the program. On the syntax level, the symbols
are enclosed in apostrophes and the strings are enclosed in quotes. Here is an
example of using these built-in data types for deﬁnition of user data types:
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DOMAINS:
Year
Height
Color
Message

=
=
=
=

INTEGER.
REAL.
SYMBOL.
STRING.

During the structural matching, the integers can match only the integers, the
reals can match only the reals, etc. No automatic type conversions are allowed.
Actor Prolog supports so-called numerical ranges and enumerations. A range
type can be deﬁned using the integer or real bounds, for example:
Hour
Angle

= [0 .. 24].
= [0.0 .. 360.0].

The procedure of structural matching checks the exact equality of the bounds
of the numerical range types to be compared. The only exception is that the real
range bounds can slightly diﬀer in accordance with the real number precision
given in the translator options.
An enumeration type can be deﬁned using a set of constants of any simple
types, for instance:
Hour
Color

= 0; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12.
= ‘Red’;‘Blue’;‘Green’.

The structural match of two enumerations means that these types include
the same sets of elements.
Note that a type deﬁnition can include a set of names of other types in
the language; this is a basic diﬀerence of the Actor Prolog type system from
analogous type systems in the Turbo/PDC Prolog family [22]. For instance, an
argument of the following data type can transmit both integer and real values:
Numerical

= INTEGER; REAL.

Generally speaking, a type deﬁnition can refer to other data types. The structure matching procedure considers all the type deﬁnitions and compares the
corresponding sets of elements that can include simple domains, literals, and
composite types.
There are three kinds of composite types in Actor Prolog, namely: structures, lists, and so-called underdetermined sets [1]. The structure type deﬁnition
consists of a functor and arguments enclosed in round brackets, for example:
AppointedDate = date(Year,Month,Day).
The structural matching procedure checks whether two structure domain deﬁnitions contain the same functor and the same number of arguments. Then, the
structural matching of the types of all corresponding arguments is implemented.
The lists are a separate type in Actor Prolog, but not a kind of the structures.
The list type deﬁnition contains a name of element type and an asterisk, for
instance:
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= AppointedDate*.

The structural matching procedure checks the types of the elements of the
list types.
The deﬁnition of an underdetermined set type in Actor Prolog contains an
unordered set of named pairs enclosed in braces. Every pair contains the identiﬁer
of the pair and the type of the argument, for example:
Customer

= {name: STRING, birthday: Date, age: INTEGER}.

The structural matching procedure compares the types of all corresponding
pairs in the deﬁnitions of undetermined set types. The types must contain the
pairs of the same names, but the order of the pairs is insigniﬁcant.
There are two exotic data types in Actor Prolog: so-called anonymous type
“ ” and so-called “any set” type { }. The former type indicates that a predicate
accepts terms of any types; it is useful for the deﬁnition of read/write procedures,
etc. The second data type is used for the deﬁnition of predicates/attributes that
accept terms of any types, but only in a form of an underdetermined set, for
instance:
HTTP_ContentParameters = {_}.
By the rules of the structural matching, the anonymous type matches only
the anonymous type and the “any set” type matches only the “any set” type.
All the rules described above are applicable to both the static and dynamic
type-checking. A single diﬀerence relates to the structural matching data types
that contain class names. The point is that a type deﬁnition in Actor Prolog can
include the name of a class enclosed in round brackets, for example:
MessageHandler = (‘MyClass’).
This type deﬁnition means that a term of the M essageHandler type can
be an instance of the M yClass class. This instance can be a plain world or a
concurrent process of the class. The deﬁnition tells nothing about the concurrent
execution of the class instance, but does not prohibit this kind of class usage too.
Actor Prolog considers this world data type as a simple one. The compiler of
non-distributed Actor Prolog guarantees that a term of this type is an instance
of the M yClass class or an instance of a class that inherits the M yClass class;
this rule is softened in the distributed Actor Prolog.
The distributed Actor Prolog checks whether an instance of a class belongs
to the class pointed in the type deﬁnition only if this class is deﬁned in the
same logic program (i.e., it is technically possible to check it). An instance of
any external class obtained from another logical agent (program) can be freely
assigned to a variable/predicate argument of any type that includes a class name.
Thus, the structured matching algorithm allows matching of any world types;
the names of classes in the type deﬁnitions are simply ignored if the classes are
deﬁned in diﬀerent logic programs (agents).
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In distributed Actor Prolog, an instance of a class can be transferred to
another logic program somehow and be accepted without the check of the interface if the accepting program expects to accept an instance of some class. A real
check of the class interface is to be performed when the accepting program try
to invoke a method in the external object. In this case, the structural matching procedure described above is to be performed, that can conﬁrm suitability
of the object or yield a runtime error. Obviously, the implementation of this
check requires information on the origin of all the objects in the logic program.
Thus, distributed Actor Prolog keeps an internal table of all the class instances
created during the program execution and transferred outside. Another internal table contains all the objects accepted somehow from other logic programs.
These tables allow Actor Prolog to distinguish clearly the instances of own and
external classes and use this information in the structured matching algorithm.
Thus, the multi-agent interaction in Actor Prolog is based on the fusion of
dynamic and static typing. The static type-checking and standard features of
a nominative type system are implemented for all the own worlds like in the
conventional Actor Prolog. At the same time, the dynamic type-checking and
elements of a structural type system are implemented for all the external worlds.
We consider the type system of Actor Prolog as a combined type system. This
type system ensures the advantages of the static type-checking for the highperformance code generation and the ﬂexibility of the dynamic type-checking
that is necessary for the multi-agent systems programming.

4

An Example of the Logical Agent Communication

Let us consider an example of the remote predicate call. Suppose there are two
agents: Recognizer and Observer (see Fig. 1). These agents should co-operate to
search and recognize people in a video scene. Suppose that Recognizer controls
its own pan-tilt-zoom (PTZ) camera and can identify a person in given coordinates. Observer can analyze behavior of people and calculate co-ordinates
of the persons to be identiﬁed. Suppose that these logic programs are diﬀerent
agents that should establish a link dynamically and exchange information to
solve the problem.
First, let us deﬁne a schema of the Recognizer logic program. A logic program
that is deﬁned below creates an instance of a class and saves it in a ﬁle to be
accessible for other programs. Other program can read this class instance and
implement a remote call of a predicate deﬁned in the Recognizer program. Let
the external program transmits co-ordinates of a person to be identiﬁed and the
Recognizer logic programs accept this information and simply print it in the
screen for the sake of simplicity.
In accordance with the semantics of the Actor Prolog language, the execution of the program begins with creation of an instance of the M ain class. In
the program under consideration, the M ain class is an instance of the built-in
Console class that implements a text window control:
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A remote
predicate call

An asynchronous
predicate call

The Recognizer agent

An external
class instance

An own
class instance

A database

Fig. 1. An example of two co-operating agents. The Recognizer agent publishes an
instance of a class in the external database. Then, the Observer agent obtains this class
instance and sends an asynchronous message to this class instance using Java RMI.

class ‘Main’ (specialized ‘Console’):
external_file
= (‘DataExchange’);
[
PREDICATES:
intruder_coordinates(REAL,REAL)
- (i,i);
MODEL:
?intruder_coordinates(X,Y).
The M ain class contains a single slot named external f ile. The value of
this slot is an instance of the DataExchange class. The DataExchange class
implements the data exchange using a built-in database for simplicity, since this
is the simplest way of external ﬁle control in the Actor Prolog language.
There is a single predicate deﬁnition in the P REDICAT ES section. The
intruder coordinates predicate has two input real arguments. This predicate
is never called directly inside the Recognizer logic program, that is why one
should indicate in the M ODEL section that this predicate is to be invoked with
two arguments. Otherwise, the translator will discard this predicate during the
optimization of the code.
The CLAU SES section of the M ain class contains the deﬁnitions of the
goal and intruder coordinates predicates:
CLAUSES:
goal:-!,
external_file ? insert(self),
external_file ? save("g:/SharedData.db"),
writeln("I wait for intruder co-ordinates...").
intruder_coordinates(X,Y):writeln("X=",X,"Y=",Y).
]
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The goal predicate is called automatically during the creation of the M ain
class instance. This predicate inserts the instance of the M ain class into the
DataExchange database using the insert built-in method and the self keyword.
Then it records the database content to the ﬁle using the save built-in method
and writes the message in the screen: “I wait for intruder co-ordinates. . . ” The
intruder coordinates predicate is to be invoked from outside using the remote
call protocol. This predicate simply writes the co-ordinates in the screen.
There is yet another class deﬁnition in the text of the Recognizer program.
The DataExchange class inherits methods from the Database built-in class
that implements a simple database management system. There is a deﬁnition
of the T arget domain in the DOM AIN S section of the DataExchange class.
This deﬁnition is necessary in order to inform the database management system
about the type of data to be stored in the DataExchange class. It is declared
that the T arget type includes instances of the M ain class.
class ‘DataExchange’ (specialized ‘Database’):
[
DOMAINS:
Target
= (‘Main’).
]
Let us consider the Observer logic program. Suppose this program should
obtain an instance of an external class from the ﬁle and send to this object a
message containing co-ordinates of a person to be identiﬁed. The M ain class of
this program inherits methods from the Console built-in class too.
class ‘Main’ (specialized ‘Console’):
file
= (‘InternalDatabase’);
[
PREDICATES:
send_coordinates(‘AcceptingAgent’) - (i);
CLAUSES:
goal:file ? load("g:/SharedData.db"),
file ? find(ExternalObject),!,
send_coordinates(ExternalObject).
send_coordinates(ExternalObject):ExternalObject << intruder_coordinates(125.009,1107.144),
writeln("The information is sent...").
]
The M ain class includes the f ile slot that contains an instance of the
InternalDatabase class. There is a deﬁnition of the send coordinates auxiliary predicate in the P REDICAT ES section. This predicate has one input
argument that should contain an instance of a class that inherits methods
from the AcceptingAgent interface deﬁned below. The goal predicate acquires
information from the external ﬁle using the load built-in method of the
InternalDatabase database. Then it takes the ExternalObject world from the
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database and transmits this class instance to the send coordinates predicate.
The send coordinates predicate implements an asynchronous predicate call in
the ExternalObject world and writes the text message in the screen: “The information is sent. . . ” Note that the asynchronous call will be implemented using
the remote call protocol, because the variable ExternalObject contains an object
that originates from another logic program. The dynamic type-checking will be
implemented during the call.
The AcceptingAgent interface describes methods that are expected to be
supported by the collaborator of the Observer agent. Note that this interface
links up in no way with the classes/interfaces of the Recognizer agent:
interface ‘AcceptingAgent’:
[
PREDICATES:
intruder_coordinates(REAL,REAL)
]

- (i,i);

The InternalDatabase auxiliary class is deﬁned in the similar way as the
DataExchange class in the Recognizer agent. The single diﬀerence is in that
the T arget domain includes instances of classes that inherit the AcceptingAgent
interface.
class ‘InternalDatabase’ (specialized ‘Database’):
[
DOMAINS:
Target
= (‘AcceptingAgent’).
]
Let us execute the Recognizer logic program. The program will create the
SharedData.db ﬁle in the g: disk and write the text in the screen:
I wait for intruder co-ordinates...
The SharedData.db ﬁle is text one, because the Database class stores the
information in a user-readable format. The ﬁle contains something like this (the
text is reduced):
(‘feffiimuyf2uhb8pqbhesx ... rlp1l8o2mq9vmyzk2o7t4’);
The alphanumeric code enclosed in the apostrophes and round brackets is a
usual Actor Prolog term, namely, a text representation of a class instance. On
the technical level, this is an encoded instance of a Java RMI stub that refers
to the class instance. Note that this format of data exchange is appropriate for
any type of data transfer protocols including E-Mails.
Let us launch the Observer agent now. This logic program will read the class
instance from the SharedData.db external ﬁle, implement a remote predicate call
in the Recognizer agent, and write the text message:
The information is sent...
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The Recognizer agent will accept the remote predicate call and write the
acquired co-ordinates in the screen:
I wait for intruder co-ordinates...
X= 125.009 Y=1107.144
This example illustrates the basic schema of agent data exchange in distributed Actor Prolog using the remote predicate calls, dynamic type-checking, and
some technical details of the data encoding.

5

Conclusions

The extension of the Actor Prolog language with the ability of distributed logic
programming was demonstrated. The idea of a combined type system which
provides a new solution of the problem of the strong typing in the multi-agent
systems was proposed and examined. This type system ensures the advantages
of the static type-checking for the generation of the fast executable code and
the ﬂexibility of the dynamic type-checking that is necessary for the multi-agent
systems design. It was implemented in the distributed version of the Actor Prolog
language that gives new means for experimenting with the multi-agent logic
programming. We suppose that these means open new prospects for the development of real time logical multi-agent systems and practical applications of
the logic programming in the intelligent visual surveillance.
This research is supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research,
grant No. 16-29-09626 (please see our Web Site [23] for details).
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